Advice for new students on Film & Media (P303, 1547U)

You probably want to do as much as possible to prepare for the start of teaching. The modules that make up your degree programme don’t require you to have read anything before the start of the semester, and all of the required reading will be available via the University Library, either electronically or in hard copy, when you arrive. Nonetheless we have some advice about preparation for each of the modules that you will be taking in Semester 1.

MCH1025 Introduction to Scholarly Practice
Buy the following works. These are the ones that will not be available to you electronically via the University Library when you arrive. Owning these will permit you to avoid relying on the limited number of hard copies in the Library and equip you with tools that you will use many times during your degree. The attached e-flyer offers you a substantial discount on a bundle of four of these books from Blackwell’s Newcastle University bookstore – reserve it online and pick it up when you arrive.


MCH1011 Introduction to Film Technologies
Buy the following books. These are the ones that will not be available to you electronically via the University Library when you arrive.


Also, if you plan to buy a laptop for your time with us (you do not have to), we advise you to invest in hardware that will permit you to edit video: see https://helpx.adobe.com/uk/premiere-pro/system-requirements.html

MCH1034 Introduction to World Cinemas: Ideas, Art and Cultures
Buy the following books. These are the ones that will not be available to you electronically via the University Library when you arrive.
